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Extron offers advanced scan conversion technology in the Emotia Xtreme MX – the
1600 x 1280 resolution Workstation-PC, MAC, SUN, SGI and more to composite
video (NTSC/PAL), Y/C (S-VHS), component video and RGBS scan converter that
is rack mountable. Emotia Xtreme MX provides a real time, high resolution output
along with professional genlock capabilities, multi-level anti-flicker, zoom, sizing and
positioning capabilities with 21 preset input memory blocks. With digital signal pro-
cessing the Emotia Xtreme MX also offers a full spectrum of 16 million colors. 

The Emotia Xtreme MX has been designed for broadcast & studio environments as
well as the professional A/V markets with the latest in scan conversion technology. The
Emotia Xtreme MX is housed in a rack mountable 1U high enclosure, especially use-
ful for A/V system applications. Additionally, the Emotia Xtreme MX provides two
NTSC/PAL composite video outputs. One output may be used for previewing and
the other could be used for transferring information such as in a teleconferencing
application, or for video recording purposes. 

Utilizing proprietary, high resolution, digital technology, Emotia Xtreme MX  is com-
patible with all high resolution computers and workstations including SUN, Silicon
Graphics, PowerPC, XGA2, VESA, VGA, Quadra, NeXT, PowerMAC and Radius.
The Emotia Xtreme MX has multiscanning capabilities that provide automatic recog-
nition and auto-lock of scan rates between 29 to 92 kHz. Input signals can be RGsB,
RGBS or RGBHV (VGA, MAC, 13W3 and BNCs). All of this is accomplished with-
out the need for any software drivers or programming!

■ Rack mountable– For a better system integration, Extron designed the Emotia
Xtreme MX to fit flush in a 1 U high, full rack width, metal enclosure.

■ Two composite outputs– The Emotia Xtreme MX provides two NTSC/PAL
outputs. This is especially helpful in applications where viewing or transmission
of the converted signal is needed at the same time as recording.

■ Component output– The broadcast and professional markets require high quali-
ty output for video recording and further duplication. The Emotia Xtreme MX
provides this high quality format via a component video (R-Y, B-Y, Y) output on
BNC connectors.

■ Horizontal/vertical sizing & positioning– This allows you the capability to cen-
ter and size the output image for optimum positioning on the display device. All
images displayed through the Emotia Xtreme MX can be displayed full-screen
and without any image cropping utilizing the sizing and shifting controls.

■ Genlock– Genlock capabilities allow for the integration of the scan converted
images into a professional broadcast environment. Genlocking provides for
seamless, vertical  interval switching of these converted high resolution
sources, and other video sources. Front panel access to horizontal phasing and
subcarrier phasing control is provided for easy adjustment.

■ Multiscanning– The Emotia Xtreme MX automatically recognizes all signals
from 29 kHz to 92 kHz and resolutions from 320 x 200 up to 1600 x 1280. 

■ Internal power supply– The Emotia Xtreme MX has an internal, switch-
mode power supply (100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz) making it internationally
compatible.

■ Outputs – Extron’s Emotia Xtreme MX outputs NTSC and PAL video, Y/C 
(S-VHS),  component video and RGBS to fulfill any application and offer
compatibility with virtually any output source. 

■ Pan/zoom– The Emotia Xtreme MX has totally variable horizontal and verti-
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cal sizing controls that even allow for complete “pan and scan” around the dis-
played image up to 200%. With analog control, adjust the image position and
size on screen for maximum usability.

■ Presets– Recall previous settings without having to re-position or size the image.
There are twenty one different presets for sizing and positioning of all input
sources.

■ Six levels of anti-flicker– Although the Emotia Xtreme MX produces extremely
clear output resolution, an anti-flicker switch has been added to ensure complete
satisfaction.  There are 6 levels of anti-flicker built into the Emotia Xtreme MX
to fit virtually any application specifically and significantly decrease the flicker
that is inherent to interlaced video allowing for a smoother, cleaner and more
stable image output than anything in it’s price class. 
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SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES (Cont.)

Input signals
Computer compatibility: VGA, XGA, SUN, Silicon Graphics, PowerPC, VESA, 

NeXT, PowerMAC, Quadra, PowerBook, Radius and more.
Resolutions ........................................... 320 x 200 up to 1600 x 1280 
Frequencies ........................................... 29 to 92 kHz
Format ................................................. RGsB, RGBS, RGBHV 

Output signals
Type...................................................... Composite video, S-Video/S-VHS, 

RGBS, component video
NTSC................................................... 15.75 kHz/60 Hz interlaced; 525 lines
PAL ...................................................... 15.63 kHz/50 Hz interlaced; 625 lines
Connectors

Computer input .............................. 15 HD male (MAC & 13W3 adapters supplied) 
Local monitor ................................. 15 HD female (MAC & 13W3 adapters supplied)

NTSC/PAL........................................... BNC female (RCA adapter supplied)
S-VHS .................................................. 4-pin din (S-Video) female
RGBS & component video................... BNC female

Power supply............................................. 100-240 VAC 50/60 Hz  auto-switchable 
Dimensions ............................................... 11.25”D x 19”W x 1.74”H 

30 D x 48 W x 4.4 H cm
Shipping weight ........................................ 11 lbs. (4 kg) 
Warranty ................................................... Two years, parts & labor
Part numbers

World version ....................................... 60-225-01 
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